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Abstract: With more than 132 million of patients estimated in 2050, Alzheimer’s disease is a worldwide public health problem with no current treatment. Its diagnosis especially consists into realizing paper assessments exploring the different fields of cognition. Virtual reality has become an essential tool in informatic and in medical practice. Due to their lack of immersion, paper tests are not ecological and so virtual reality appears to be more ecological. We aimed to create virtual cognitive tasks in an immersive environment. These tasks were inspired from usual tests such as Mini Mental Examination Status or Montréal Cognitive Assessment. Thirteen scenes with different models were edited and uploaded in the Oculus Quest. Multiple cognitive functions were tested such as orientation, attention, memory or praxis. The system let an easy and autonomous utilization with an avatar. Our issue is now to test it on a healthy population and in AD patients to validate its validity and reliability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the first cause of neurodegenerative dementia leading to a major cognitive decline and loss of a autonomy [1]. The current prevalence is about 47 millions of patients worldwide with an expectation of 132 million patients in 2050 representing a total cost of 2 000 billions of dollars [1]. Thus, it represents a huge public health problem either on diagnostic or therapeutic.

Diagnosis is based on clinical symptoms such as memory loss, biological measures of biomarkers (tau and beta – amyloid proteins) [2] or radiological abnormalities (hippocampal atrophy) [3].

There is currently no curative available treatment.

In AD two stages are described: Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and dementia stage. MCI corresponds to a cognitive decline with no loss of autonomy whereas dementia occurs when a loss of autonomy appears [4].

Severity can be measured by two scales: Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) published in 1982 with 7 stages of severity [5] and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) published in 1984 with 3 stages [6]. Both use algorithms including cognitive and autonomy measures.

Exploring cognitive decline relies on multiple tests’ realisation. Numerous tests have been developed either for general evaluation or specific exploration of a cognitive function.

The most cited and used test is the Mini – Mental Status Examination (MMSE) published in 1975 by Folstein [7]. Composed of 30 questions it explores different fields of cognition such as orientation, praxis or language and is so a general test.

More recently, The Montréal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) was published in 2005 [8]. Originally in French language it has been translated into English and is now more and more used with or in replacement of the MMSE. It lets a better exploration of frontal functions than the MMSE.

Ciesielska and al demonstrated that the MoCA had a higher sensitivity (Se) than the MMSE to differentiate healthy subjects from MCI patients although MMSE still has a higher specificity (Sp) [9]. Good correlations were also found between the two tests reaching 0,633 [10] to 0,76 [11].

Another test used in detection of AD is The five words of Dubois (F5D) [12]. The patient needs to remember 5 words with a first free and indexed recall and a second one after an interfering task. Its sensitivity and specificity reach 0,91 and 0,87 respectively.

Virtual reality (VR) has become in a few years an essential tool in informatics and video games but also in medical practice such as surgery, neurology or psychiatrics [13,14]. Providing an immersive environment, VR offers the possibility to interact and realise actions that can be measured and scored. Improvement of image’s resolutions let to create more and more immersive environments. Thereby many authors have evaluated the possibility of using VR in cognitive assessment [15].

Contrary to usual paper tests, VR is an ecological tool and so seems to be more efficient to detect cognitive decline throughout real situations [16].

With a constant increasing prevalence of and AD, physicians need to get new tools to evaluate cognitive functions and VR appears to be an interesting and innovative one. To achieve a reliable evaluation, virtual environments must be easily available and understandable for patients. Cognitive tasks must be reproduced based on usual tests. Moreover, each action shall be weighted by a score depending on success or fail to the task. A final global score is necessary to appreciate the functioning of cognition and classify patients within healthy cognition stage or dementia.

We aim to create an immersive virtual environment with multiple tasks based on those existing in paper tests.

II. METHODS

A. Review of literature

Several authors have developed their own virtual environments in order to evaluate cognitive functions.

VR can be either non – immersive, half – immersive or immersive.

The least immersive VR was used on numerical tablets. Closer from a computer or a simple screen, this kind of VR offers a low degree of immersion. In 2015, Zygoirs and al studied a virtual supermarket within a population of healthy and MCI subjects [17]. Global scores on virtual test were weakly
correlated with usual tests (such as MMSE). MMSE had an accuracy of 0.67 (Se = 0.67; Sp = 0.67) while under – scores of the virtual test reached an accuracy of 0.87 (Se = 0.82; Sp = 0.95). Later, Tong and al. also used numerical tablets among elderly inpatients in an emergency department. Patients were both tested within the virtual environment and with usual tests (MMSE, MoCA) [18]. A significant relationship was found between reaction time to the test and global scores of usual tests (MMSE and MoCA).

Half – immersive VR uses new techniques such as 3D to increase immersion into the environment. Widely spread out in TV and cinema, it is also used in cognitive assessment. In 2019, Chua and al. using a TV and leap motion evaluated 70 patients with MoCA, MMSE and the virtual environment (7 tasks) [11]. Patients were either healthy or cognitively impaired. MMSE and MoCA were correlated (p < 0.02) to the virtual test. Moreover, MMSE and MoCA were themselves correlated (r = 0.76; P < 0.001).

At last immersive VR allows a total visual immersion as in real environment. Other functions can be added to increase immersion such as interaction functions (moving objects e.g). In 2013, Nolin and al. created an environment with glasses and helmet [19]. Healthy and MCI subjects were both tested with MoCA and virtual test. MoCA showed a significant relationship with the virtual test (r = 0.45; p < 0.01). More recently Fernandez Montenegro and al. test an immersive environment on healthy and AD subjects. Patients underwent 4 classic tests and 4 virtual tests (including Turing test). All the virtual test (expecting Turing test) had a significant correlation (p < 0.05) with classical ones.

Regarding the few studies presented, we can note that virtual tests are efficient to evaluate cognitive functions. Most of them presented strong correlations with classical tests justifying their further development. Furthermore, authors widely chose to evaluate their patients with the two major tests MMSE and MoCA.

Thereby we chose to develop an immersive environment with cognitive tasks inspired on those present in three major tests: MMSE, MoCA et and the five words of Dubois (F5B).

### B. Cognitive tasks

Aiming to browse many fields of cognition as possible, we decided to virtualize all the following tasks presented in Table 1.

### C. Machine learning model

One of the objectives of our project is the creation of a learning model with the help of machine learning (ML). This model would be able to detect and classify the cognitive status of a new patient realising all the virtual tasks. Each score at a virtual task becomes a weighted vector. We based the virtual scores on those present in original tests [7,8,12]. The maximum scores for each virtual task are presented in Table 2.

The total score is represented by the sum of the 13 vectors which are natural whole numbers (Fig 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive domain</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Spatial and Temporal</td>
<td>MMSE &lt;br&gt; MoCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Calculation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>List of letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number series</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Five words with immediate and delayed recall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive and visuospatial functions</td>
<td>Drawing (constructive praxis)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logical Sequence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praxis</td>
<td>Sequence of movements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written order</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Associations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Selection of cognitive tasks in virtual environment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive domain</th>
<th>Virtual Task</th>
<th>Maximum score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Ball task</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>List of letters</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>List of words</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Similarities</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive and visuospatial functions</td>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logical Sequence</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clock test</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Five Words</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written order</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Maximum scores on virtual tasks**

\[
\text{Task } i \rightarrow V_i \quad \sum_{i=1}^{13} V_i \rightarrow V_{\text{total}} \\
\text{Task 1} \rightarrow V_1 \\
\text{Task 2} \rightarrow V_2 \\
\ldots \ldots \ldots \rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^{13} V_i \rightarrow V_{\text{total}} \\
\text{Task 13} \rightarrow V_{13} \\
V_i \in \mathbb{N}
\]

**Figure 1: Creation of vectors of machine learning model from every virtual feature**
D. Materials

All the scenes were designed with Unity® and Visual Studio® software. Considering that the program would be destinated for patients with a potential cognitive trouble, we chose to upload our scenes into an immersive helmet, the Oculus Quest (OQ)®. Due to its integrated computer, OQ allows free movements without plugs or cables. Movements into the environment were directly controlled by camera position changing. Indeed, patients with cognitive impairment might not understand how to use a joystick to move into the scenes. All the instructions were orally given throughout the headphones in the helmet. For more easiness, tests were designed to be executed on a sitting position but could also be executed while standing.

III. VIRTUAL TASKS

Thirteen scenes were created based on Table 1.

The environment is a house in nature with multiples rooms and an outside landscape (Fig 2a & 2b). The integrated leap motion allows the appearance of two hands increasing reality’s feeling (Fig 2c).

A. Attention

In MMSE and MoCA the patient must perform subtractions with a constant decreasing. In our virtual environment the task consists in touching a ball among a line (the seventh one) (Fig 3). After touching the ball, the previous ones disappear, and the task must be renewed. As in MMSE and MoCA the patient needs to remember the order.

Another task proposed in the MoCA is a list of letters. The patient hits with its hand when it hears the specific letter. In the virtual environment the patient hears in the headphone a list of letters and must push on a button when the triggered letter is pronounced (Fig 4).

For the number series present in MoCA test we decided to virtualize it as a list of words to remember (Fig 5). Firstly, the patient hears a list (square, circle, triangle) and needs to remember it. Then it will be asked to replace the figures in the right order.

Before beginning the tests, an introduction and a training task is presented to the patient (Fig 2d). An avatar welcomes the patient and asks the questions as a medical doctor would do. At the end of each test the avatar delivers a congratulation message to decrease stress.
B. Abstraction
In MoCA, associations are proposed as “what are the similarity between an orange and a banana?”.
The virtual tasks consisted in moving objects under pictures of similar categories (vegetable, transport, object) (Fig 6).

Figure 6: Abstraction task where the patient needs to place images below the similar picture

C. Orientation
As the MMSE and the MoCA, the virtual task explores either temporal (day, season, month, year) (Fig 7a & 7b) and spatial orientation (place, town) (Fig 7c).
In the different scenes, patient must choose among a list.

Figure 7a: List of weekdays for temporal orientation

Figure 7b: List of seasons with pictures for temporal orientation

Figure 7c: List of town, department, place and floor for temporal orientation

D. Executive and visuospatial functions
For the drawing task (constructive praxis) two figures must be assembled to make a new one (Fig 8).

Figure 8: Drawing task with two figures to cross

As in MoCA, the virtual logical sequence is a course where the patient must link numbers and letters in a specific order (1A, 2B, 3C...) (Fig 9)

Figure 9: Logical sequence with the order to follow (number then letter)

Clock test explores the visuospatial abilities. The patient must agree if the displayed clock corresponds with the hour given (Fig 10).

Figure 10: Clock test. The patient must agree or disagree if the heard hour corresponds to the displayed clock.

E. Language
The naming task in MoCA has been virtualized in the outdoor scenes of the environment. Three enclosures are presented to the patient with three different animals. Then the patient must choose the right name among a proposed list (Fig 11).

Figure 11: Naming task with the animal’s enclosures and names

For the written order a sentence is displayed in the environment with an order to place figures at good place (red ball on red circle, blue ball and blue circle etc) (Fig 12).
F. Memory

Our virtual scene for memory exploration is based on the Five words of Dubois (Fig 13a & 13b). A list of five words is presented to the patient and must be remembered. There is an immediate recall displayed presented as a list of 16 words with the initial 5. For those not found, an indexed question appears such as “what was the building?” An interfering task occurs and a delayed recall (free and indexed) is then proposed.

IV. DISCUSSION

As presented in the brief review, many authors have developed virtual environments to perform cognitive assessments. In the different studies, new environments were created with scenarios exploring several areas of cognition but never with tasks directly inspired from usual tests. MMSE and MOCA are worldwide widely used in cognitive assessment although MMSE shall be interpreted with precaution [20,21]. We therefore considered interesting to modelize tasks close from these tests in our environment and our study is the first one to base its virtual scenes on two major general tests (MMSE and MoCA) and a specific one of AD (F5D). We succeeded in modelizing most of the tasks present in the three tests. The thirteen scenes allow an assessment of language, praxis, abstraction, executives functions, orientation, attention and memory. The program is relatively complete by combining several robust tests. It improves its reliability and accuracy and leads to a better and more precise assessment.

The environment composed of a house and a garden allows a more ecological approach than usual paper tests. Modelizing these tests while increasing ecology enhances accuracy and facilitates utilisation among frail populations. At last patients may have difficulties in understanding VR and its utilisation. This kind of immersive and familiar environment can reassure them and feel more comfortable than a simple computerized test on a screen or a classic examination and the fear to fail. Nevertheless, our project also presents limits as usual tests do. Indeed, some tasks cannot be easily modelized to look like their presentation in classical paper tests.

Due to the wished autonomy of our program, many tasks originally oral in usual tests are now presented as text (orientation, five words, naming). One solution would be the integration of a vocal recognition program. The question would be orally given through the headphones and the patient would answer orally. However, it needs a robust software and a good pronunciation from the patient otherwise the score could be falsely impaired.

The environment doesn’t evaluate writing or fluency. We tried to find an intermediate solution to assess drawing by the task of assembling two pieces to reproduce a figure. Of course, the patient doesn’t draw with a pen which is the best way of assessing drawing. For both drawing and writing, it could be possible to introduce a virtual pen into the environment, but it would need the verification of an examiner instead of automatic validation. During clock test, the patient needs to write the numbers then draw the hands at the asked hour. Modelizing this task would be difficult and would also need an examiner’s advice before validation. We so decided to display a clock to the patient who must agree if the displayed time is the same as the heard time in the headphones. Concerning fluency, a vocal recognition software could be useful but there would be the same limitations as cited previously.

In MMSE or MoCA, some tasks also need to know reading but our program present more reading tasks than usual tests. Recently Franzen and al have published a review about cognitive assessment in low – educated people [22]. They shew that some tests appear to be reliable for non-reading people as the Five Digit Test [23]. Most of the patients presenting cognitive troubles are old and so may have sensory loss as vision or hearing impairment. The sound can be easily increased or decreased in the headphones, but the voice needs to be clear et slow to deliver an audible message. However, vision impairment may not be compatible with a virtual assessment as macular degeneration. This is also a problem with classical tests. Nevertheless, with a higher number of questions needing reading, it increases the potential difficulties of passing the test with a vision impairment. Colours and contrasts must be carefully chosen to achieve a fluid and easy reading.

Aiming to create an autonomous system for cognitive’s status evaluation and classification, we chose to add a program of ML into our virtual environment. Indeed, all models using ML in dementia as Choi and al base their analysis on classical
paper tests [24]. Hitherto, no study was found in literature combining a virtual cognitive assessment and a machine learning model neither on Alzheimer’s disease nor dementia in general. Levy and al have evaluated three models of ML (Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, and Gradient Boosting Trees) with a computerized cognitive test against MoCA [25]. Gradient Boosting Trees reached an accuracy and AUC of 0.81. Although the used test was not a virtual environment, it shows that ML combined with an informatic test is a pertinent mean to assess cognitive status.

VR is about to become a unique and ecological mean to assess cognitive functions. However, daily utilization is not yet widespread due to the multiple interfaces and lack of studies in large populations.

Despite technical limitations and improvements needed, our model is closer from major tests as MMSE and MoCA than other virtual environments published. We expect it could be able to evaluate and classify a patient into healthy or impaired within only 13 tasks. Of course, it will not be a tool for etiological diagnosis, but it shall be useful in the following of a cognitive trouble for example or in primary care as screening. With an increasing prevalence of AD, we need to get simple and accessible means to achieve brief screenings. An autonomous functioning will let a large diffusion of the tool into the health care system and so a better utilization among patient with the goal to screen and detect the most possible cognitive decline. To achieve this model, we will need to get a large database of records from both healthy and cognitively impaired patients.

V. CONCLUSION

VR is an increasing method used in cognitive assessment showing both reliability and accuracy but without modeling classical tests.

Aiming to build a new immersive virtual environment we decided to virtualize 13 scenes based on three classic tests (MMSE, MoCA and F5D) exploring several fields as attention, praxis or memory.

The virtual environment will be soon tested in a population of patients

This work represents an initial step for an autonomous identification system of cognitive impairment based on a machine learning model.
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